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System (MARS) [2] works on TIFF images containing the
document’s scanned pages. Also in the system presented by
Flynn et al. [3] documents are ﬁrst OCR-ed and converted
to XML, then a rule-based approach is used to extract the
metadata.
Nowadays, there are more and more born-digital documents, which do not require individual characters recognition. This difference affects both the workﬂow and the
performance of the metadata extraction process. The approaches taken by various researchers differ in the scope
of the solution, supported ﬁle formats and also methods,
algorithms and improvements used. For example Giuffrida et
al. [4] extract the content from PostScript ﬁles using a tool
based on pstotext, and the metadata is extracted with
the use of a set of rules and features computed for extracted
text chunks. Esposito et al. [5] present a metadata extraction
process for PDF/PS documents, in which page segmentation
is done by a kernel-based method and zones are classiﬁed
based on machine-learning approach. Marinai [6] extracts
characters from PDF documents using JPedal package, performs rule-based page segmentation, and ﬁnally employs
neural classiﬁer for zone classiﬁcation. Cui and Chen [7]
use a Hidden Markov Model to extract metadata from PDF
documents, while text extraction and page segmentation
are done by pdftohtml, a third-party open-source tool.
Rigamonti et al. [8] present a reverse engineering tool, that
is able to process PDF documents in order to extract the
physical layout structure along with the logical structures
(text entities labels and hierarchical relationships between
them). The system has been evaluated against a set of
representative newspapers front pages.

Abstract—We present a comprehensive system for extracting
metadata from scholarly articles. In our approach the entire
document is inspected, including headers and footers of all the
pages as well as bibliographic references. The system is based
on a modular workﬂow which allows for evaluation, unit testing
and replacement of individual components. The workﬂow is
optimized towards processing of born-digital documents, but
may accept scanned document images as well. The machinelearning approaches we have chosen for solving individual
tasks increase the ability to adapt to new document layouts
and formats. The evaluation tests we have performed showed
good results of the individual implementations and the entire
metadata extraction process.
Keywords-metadata extraction; page segmentation; content
classiﬁcation; bibliographic reference parsing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sometimes a digital library has to deal with documents
without any metadata information included, or with metadata
information that cannot be trusted due to its incorrectness or
incompleteness. In such cases the library requires a reliable
method of extracting metadata from documents at hand. To
address these needs we deﬁned and implemented a workﬂow
for extracting metadata designed primarily for scientiﬁc articles in a digital form. Our main goal was to be able to extract
as much information as possible, including title, authors,
afﬁliations, abstract, parsed bibliographic references, etc.
The metadata extraction workﬂow we designed is ﬂexible
and easily applicable. The decomposition into clearly deﬁned subtasks makes it easy to rewrite or replace the implementation of one process step without having to change other
parts of the process. The implementations of key steps are
based on machine-learning techniques, which increases the
maintainability and the ability to conform to new document
layouts and formats.
The ﬁrst draft of the workﬂow was introduced in our
previous paper [1]. In this article we present the ﬁrst full
implementation of the process, discuss the evaluation tests
of individual tasks and the entire process and ﬁnally state
the future work.

III. M ETADATA EXTRACTION WORKFLOW




II. S TATE OF THE ART
The problem of metadata extraction is well-studied in the
literature. Previous approaches are prepared for processing
scanned documents and executing full digitisation from
bitmap images. For example, the Medical Article Records
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Figure 1. From a PDF document to a metadata record. After character
extraction the document contains only individual characters. During page
segmentation characters are gathered into words, lines and zones. Next,
zones are classiﬁed and ﬁnally the metadata record is formed.
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algorithm [9]. Lately we have replaced it with a bottomup Docstrum algorithm [10]. In this approach, the nearestneighbour pairs of individual characters are analyzed in
order to estimate text line orientation, character and line
spacing, which allows us to determine text lines and ﬁnally
group lines into zones. In contrast to X-Y cut, Docstrum
is independent from text orientation angle and in-line and
between-line spacings used in the document.
We have added a few improvements to our Docstrumbased implementation of page segmentation:
• the distance between connected components, which is
used for grouping components into lines, has been split
into horizontal and vertical distance (based on estimated
text orientation angle),
• ﬁxed maximum distance between lines that belong to
the same zone has been replaced with a value scaled
relative to the line height,
• merging lines belonging to the same zone has been
added,
• rectangular smoothing window has been replaced with
Gaussian smoothing window,
• parallel and perpendicular distance proximity has been
replaced with horizontal and vertical distance (based on
estimated text orientation angle).
2) Evaluation: Our implementation of the page segmentation step has been tested on 112 documents from
our test set (more information about the test set can be
found in section IV). The goal was to check how many
of the expected objects (words, lines or zones) are correctly
detected by the page segmenter, how many of them are split
and how many are merged. An object is considered to be
correctly detected if the page segmenter generates an object
containing exactly the same set of text characters. An object
is split if after the segmentation its characters belong to more
than one object. Finally, an object is considered merged if the
set of its characters is a proper subset of a set of generated
object’s characters. Detailed results are shown in Figure 2.
The page segmenter was able to correctly determine 90.74%
of zones, 98.56% of lines and 99.49% of words.

The metadata extraction workﬂow we implemented is able
to process documents in PDF format and the result is a
record containing all metadata information that were extracted from the document. The metadata extraction process
consists of three main stages and six process steps with
carefully deﬁned input and output:
1) building the tree structure holding the document’s
content, which includes character extraction and page
segmentation steps,
2) analysing and enhancing the content based on the tree
structure, which includes zone classiﬁcation, bibliographic reference extraction and parsing steps,
3) extracting metadata information and forming the resulting metadata record.
As a result of such process decomposition it is easy to
modify or replace the approach taken in a particular step
without having to modify other parts of the process. In the
following subsections we discuss deﬁnitions of individual
steps, the approaches we have chosen, our implementations
and ﬁnally the experiments and evaluation results.
A. Character extraction
The purpose of the character extraction step is to extract
individual characters from the PDF stream along with their
positions on the page, widths and heights. Those geometric
parameters play important role in further steps, particularly
page segmentation and bibliographic references extraction.
1) The implementation: Our implementation of character
extraction is based on open-source iText library. We use
iText to iterate over PDF’s text-showing operators. During
the iteration we extract text strings, their size and position
on the page. Next, extracted strings are split into individual
characters and their individual widths and positions are
calculated. The result is an initial ﬂat structure of the
document, which consists only of pages and characters.
The widths and heights computed for individual characters
are approximate and can slightly differ from the exact values
depending on the font, style and characters used. Fortunately,
those approximate values are sufﬁcient for further steps.







B. Page segmentation



The goal of the page segmentation step is to create a
tree structure storing the document’s content. After page
segmentation the document is represented by a list of pages,
each page contains a set of zones, each zone contains a set of
text lines, each line contains a set of words, and ﬁnally each
word contains a set of individual characters. Each object
in the structure has its content, position and dimensions.
The tree structure is used in further steps, especially zone
classiﬁcation and bibliographic reference extraction.
1) The implementation: Our previous implementation of
page segmentation was based on a top-down X-Y cut



 

Figure 2. Page segmentation evaluation results. The diagram shows the
percentage of objects correctly recognized, split and merged during page
segmentation.

C. Zone classiﬁcation
Zone classiﬁcation is the key step in the metadata extraction process. The goal of this step is to identify the
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D. Bibliographic reference extraction
During the zone classiﬁcation step we identify zones containing bibliographic references. The goal of bibliographic
reference extraction is to split the content of those zones into
separate references, which can be parsed in the next step.
1) The implementation: Our ﬁrst implementation of bibliographic reference extractor was based on a simple character
frequency heuristic and processed only the text content of the
document, not taking into account important text positioning
parameters, such as between-line spacing, line length or line
indentation. Since those parameters had no impact on the
reference extraction results, in some cases the results were
not satisfying.
Lately we have replaced the ﬁrst version with a machine
learning-based implementation, that takes into account not
only the text content, but also text positioning parameters.
In the new approach we process the sequences of text lines
from references’ zones. The goal is to classify lines as the
ﬁrst, last or inner line of the reference. Such classiﬁcation
allows us to group lines into separate references (every
reference can be represented as a sequence of lines: line ﬁrst
(line inner* line last)?).
The implementation is based on a Hidden Markov Model.
The lines from references’ zones form a HMM sequence,
unknown line labels are hidden states and line feature vectors
are visible observations. We use the Viterbi algorithm to
determine the most probable labels of text lines. The details
of the implementation are the same as in the case of the
zone classiﬁer.
Our feature vectors describing text lines contain 7 elements. The features are based on:
• the position of the line in the zone, eg. the space above
and below the line, line indentation and length,
• the text of the line, eg. the presence of the year, if the
line starts with a number/uppercase, or ends with a dot.
2) Evaluation: For training and tests we used documents
from our main test set and a few additional documents with
less common references layout. The training and the test
sets consisted of 16 documents with 422 references and
122 documents with 4,199 references, respectively. The tests
showed the accuracy rate of 96.71% of correctly extracted
references. From 98 (80.33%) documents all references were
extracted and 114 (93.44%) documents had at least 80% of
correctly extracted references.

role of every zone in the document based on its content,
position and structure. The labels we use for classifying
zones are: abstract, afﬁliation, author, bibliographic (for
zones containing various bibliographic information, such
as journal, volume, DOI, etc.), body, copyright, contact,
dates, editor, keywords, page number, references, title, type
(document’s type, eg. ”research”, ”case report”), unknown.
1) Previous work: Most approaches to content classiﬁcation related tasks fall into two categories: rule or templatebased approaches ([3], [4], [11]) and supervised machinelearning approaches ([12], [13], [14]).
An example of a rule-based approach is the system described by Mao et al. [11], in which content classiﬁcation is
based on a set of rules operating on automatically generated
text features.
Machine learning-based approaches include among others
Hidden Markov Models, Conditional Random Fields and
Support Vector Machines. Seymore et al. [12] discuss how
HMMs can be deﬁned and trained for information extraction
problems. Wang et al. [13] use HMMs and decision trees to
classify zones in scanned documents. Han et al. [14] extract
metadata from header of research papers by classifying lines
of text using Support Vector Machine classiﬁer.
2) The implementation: Our implementation of zone classiﬁer is based on a Hidden Markov Model. HMM sequence
is composed of the document’s zones sorted accordingly
to pages order and zones’ positions on pages. Labels of
zones are unknown states and vectors of features computed
for zones are visible observations. The Viterbi algorithm is
used to calculate the most probable zone labels based on
initial, transition and emission probability obtained from a
training set. We use a decision tree constructed from training
elements’ feature vectors to categorize feature vectors into
a ﬁnite set of observation classes. More information about
the model and calculations used can be found in [1].
To prevent the negative effects of a small training set
we use a naı̈ve smoothing technique for probabilities: zero
probability values are replaced by a very small ﬁxed value.
Currently we use 27 features to describe zones. The
features are related to:
• zone’s position and dimensions, eg. zone’s relative
height and width,
• zone’s inner structure, eg. the presence of upper indexes, mean line height or text indentation,
• the text content of the zone, eg. the presence of digits,
the presence of certain words (eg. ”abstract”, ”references”), or words from a certain dictionary.
3) Evaluation: We used documents from our main test set
for both training and tests. Our training set consisted of 20
carefully chosen documents with 215 pages and 2,893 zones.
We tested our implementation on 92 documents with 807
pages and 16,346 zones. The test showed the accuracy rate
94.85% of correctly identiﬁed zone labels. The confusion
matrix is shown in Table I.

E. Bibliographic reference parsing
The goal of the bibliographic reference parsing step is to
identify references’ fragments containing meaningful pieces
of information like author or title. The information we
extract include: author, title, journal, volume, issue, pages,
publisher, location and year. Parsed references play an
important role in citation analysis that is outside of the scope
of the metadata extraction workﬂow, such as references
matching or citation networks.
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effect we use separate text tags for fragments appearing
before various metadata fragments, eg. text before title or
text before volume.
We use 33 features to describe references’ tokens:
• features based on the presence of a special character
class, eg. digits or lowercase/uppercase letters,
• features checking if the token is a certain character (eg.
a square bracket, a comma or a dash), or a certain word,
• features checking whether the token appears in the
dictionary built from the test set, eg. a dictionary of
cities or words commonly appearing in the journal title.
3) Evaluation: We have used bibliographic references
from the European Digital Mathematics Library for training
and tests. The training and test sets contain 1,109 and 5,867
references respectively. The tests showed the accuracy rate
87.09% of correctly identiﬁed pieces of metadata information. More detailed results are shown in Figure 3.

1) Previous work: Two main approaches to reference parsing-related problems are: regular expressions and
knowledge-based approaches ([15], [16]) and machinelearning techniques ([17], [18], [19]).
For example Day et al. [15] extract metadata from
references using hierarchical template-based system and a
knowledge database obtained from references strings in
different formats. Gupta et al. [16] present a system for
reference analysis that extracts metadata using a combination
of regex-based heuristics and knowledge-based approach.
Connan and Omlin [17] employ a Hidden Markov Model
with 32 reference token classes and the Viterbi algorithm
to extract metadata from bibliographic references. Yin et
al. [18] parse references with the aid of a bigram HMM, in
which the emission probability is composed of ”beginning”
(emitted as ﬁrst word) and ”inner” (inner word) probability.
Ojokoh et al. [19] propose a full second order HMM with
modiﬁed Viterbi algorithm and a new smoothing technique
for transition probabilities.
2) The implementation: The implementation of bibliographic reference parsing is based on a Hidden Markov
Model. First the reference string is tokenized into substrings
containing only letters and digits or another single character.
Such sequence of tokens forms an HMM sequence with
unknown token labels and calculated feature vectors treated
as visible observations. The Viterbi algorithm is used to
determine the most probable token labels. Finally, the tokens
with the same labels are concatenated. The details of the
implementation are the same as in the case of the zone
classiﬁer and the reference extractor.
We use a special label text for citation parts that do
not belong to any signiﬁcant metadata information (usually
separators, parentheses, etc.). In HMMs the state depends
only on the current observation and the previous state,
so when two pieces of metadata are separated by a text
fragment, the important information about the connection
between those two pieces would not be taken into account
and would have no impact on the results. To prevent this
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Figure 3. Bibliographic reference parsing evaluation results. The diagram
shows the percentage of correctly identiﬁed reference fragments, fragments
for which the superstring or substring was identiﬁed and other errors.

F. Metadata extraction
In the ﬁnal step of the process the metadata is extracted
from labelled zones and the resulting metadata record is
formed. This includes several simple operations, eg. splitting
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author and afﬁliation lists, associating authors with afﬁliations, extracting signiﬁcant pieces of metadata from larger
zones, ﬁltering needless parts, eg. zone titles or separators.
In this step we attempt to extract: title, authors, authors’
afﬁliations, contact emails, editors, document identiﬁers
(DOI, ISSN, URN), abstract, keywords, dates (received,
accepted, revised and published), journal name, volume,
issue and pages range.

Title
Author Afﬁliation Editor
113
495
264
40
95
434
169
39
84.07
87.68
64.02
97.5
Journal Publisher Volume Issue
Total
113
41
113
73
Extracted
105
40
107
67
Extracted % 92.92
97.56
94.69
91.78
Total
Extracted
Extracted %

Email Abstract Kwords
129
109
133
94
73
65
72.87 66.97
48.87
Pages Dates
IDs
26
316
147
25
296
122
96.15 93.67
82.99

Table II
T HE RESULTS OF METADATA EXTRACTION PROCESS EVALUATION

IV. M ETADATA EXTRACTION EVALUATION
We have tested the performance of the implementations of
individual steps and the entire metadata extraction process.
In the following subsections we brieﬂy discuss the preparation of our test set and report the results of the metadata
extraction process evaluation.
A. Preparation of the test set

Other metadata extraction errors occur as an effect of
incorrect labels associated with zones during the zone classiﬁcation step. This affects for example ids, afﬁliation (especially when the zone is placed at the end of the document),
keywords or abstract (especially when abstract contains a
few zones and not all of them are properly labeled).

First we compiled a list of journals published under CCBY license from the Directory of Open Access Journals. A
set of PDF documents was created by choosing one article
from each four journals published by the same publisher.
Next we used the ﬁrst versions of our algorithms to generate
two kinds of XML ﬁles: ﬁles containing the tree structure of
the documents and ﬁles with metadata. Finally, we manually
corrected the XML ﬁles. To make editing ﬁles containing
the tree structure easier, we have developed a dedicated
browsing and editing tool SegmEdit. The restriction to
journals using CC-BY license allows us to freely distribute
the entire test set (PDF documents + XML ﬁles as derivative
works) under CC-BY license.

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented the workﬂow of extracting metadata
from born-digital documents and its decomposition into
subtasks. We have also discussed our implementations and
reported the results of the evaluation tests.
Our plans for the future include:
• implementation of a better smoothing technique for
HMM’s probabilities,
• implementation of a better bibliographic reference
parser, possibly based on CRFs,
• performing evaluation tests on a larger test set,
• adding a reading order resolver to the workﬂow.
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B. Metadata extraction results
During the tests on 113 documents the metadata extraction
process was able to correctly determine 81,96% of metadata
information fragments. More detailed results for various
metadata types can be found in Table II.
C. Error analysis
Page segmentation and zone classiﬁcation steps have the
biggest impact on the results of the metadata extraction
process. That is why the best effects were achieved in the
case of metadata information that are usually contained by
zones which are comparatively easy to classify, structure and
isolate from surrounding objects. The examples are dates
(received, accepted, revised and published) and bibliographic
data (journal, publisher, volume, issue and pages).
Some of the metadata extraction mistakes were caused
by errors occurring during page segmentation step. Some of
the zones, especially those containing larger fonts, such as
title or authors, were unnecessarily split by the segmenter,
which affected the quality of extracted information. Also
the presence of symbols such as upper or lower indexes,
for example in abstract, caused in some cases line detection
errors, and metadata extraction errors as a result.
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